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In February 1842 Leichhardt arrived in Sydney. A Prussian, but travelling on British papers.
With learning, but no formal qualification in his chosen field. He set about discovering the
flora, fauna and geology of Sydney and environs. Although he never held himself out to be a
doctor, he suffered others using the appellation. 150 years later, Leichhardt was followed by
Hans Finger, a Bavarian economic consultant with no formal training in history, but a
penchant for travel writing; Finger made his own discovery at the State Library: “I read some
of Leichhardt’s diary and I was fascinated by this man - the deeper I went into it, the more I
was fascinated.”1 That fascination would propel Finger into a battle with the Department of
Immigration.
Leichhardt’s achievements were besmirched in Australia, as he was criticised for poor
leadership, poor bushcraft and monomania. Having disappeared he could not actively
intervene. But by the time Finger discovered Leichhardt in 1992, the explorer had been partly
rehabilitated, including by Colin Roderick’s 1988 biography.2 Leichhardt’s reputation in
Germany was another matter. Until the fall of the Wall in 1989, he was largely East German
property; the subject of an official biography that slanted his reputation in a socialist
direction.3 Finger now discovered Leichhardt for a wider German audience, including by
writing a biography.4 That might have been an end to it. Yet eleven years later Finger sought
to migrate to Australia to work on Leichhardt’s pre-Sydney diaries.5
Distinguished talent visas, relevantly, are for “persons who have an internationally
recognised record of exceptional and outstanding achievement in […] academia and research
[…,] who will make substantial contributions to the Australian community”6 The Department
concluded that Finger did not have such a record, but he fought in the Migration Review
Tribunal and won. The Tribunal wrestled with questions like whether translating and
annotating without undertaking “any thorough analysis of the work or written academic
work” was “research and academia.”7 It touched on the research value of a book that
“describes much but interprets little”.8 Ultimately, the Tribunal was swayed by the evidence
of the historian and bookseller Dan Sprod, the museum curator Tom Darragh, and the
academic Angus Nicholls.9 Darragh suggested that Finger had “condensed and explained an
enormous amount of handwritten material and added to its value through his German
background.”10 He favourably compared Finger’s biography with Colin Roderick’s;
“Roderick was a Professor of English and it is written in a different style to Finger’s work and

ought not to be compared too closely in that regard.”11 Nicholls was the clincher, writing that
Finger’s work was a “major contribution[] to scholarly knowledge about Leichhardt.”12
Looking forward, Sprod suggested that not granting the visa would mean that “a lot of the
Leichhardt associated manuscripts would remain untranslated and unavailable to the
Australian public.”13

******

Having fought to come to Australia to work on the diaries, and having established his
eminence in the field of “Leichhardt Studies”, Finger migrated in late 2012. His victory was
reported in The Australian. His 1999 biography was published in English translation the
following year.14 However, Finger subsequently returned to Munich. One of the major
upshots of his battle with the Department is therefore that we now have a legal precedent –
albeit not terribly authoritative – attesting to what excellence in academia and research is.
Could we soon see research grant aspirants use it to seek declaratory relief in the courts that
their own track record is excellent?
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